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HOW TO GET VALUE FROM THIS WEBINAR

▪A copy of the slides has been sent to each registrant

▪Use chat to submit questions; audio and “raise hand” have been disabled

▪Questions will be posed once the presentation is completed

▪The course is being recorded and will be available to participants for a 
limited time.

▪Contact Heather Krejci with questions: hkrejci@angelcapitalassociation.org

The ACA courses are informational and not intended to serve as legal, tax, accounting or investing advice. Course instructors are thoughtfully selected, but their opinions are their own and 

do not necessarily represent the views of the ACA.  Attendees of our courses should consult their own tax, investing, legal or accounting advisors before making important financial 

decisions.  All warrantees, including accuracy, completeness and suitability for specific purpose are disclaimed.
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Webinar Objectives

▪Understand the myths and misunderstandings about what an exit is 

▪The importance for angel investors to focus on exits

▪Best practices for developing and implementing an exit strategy

▪Introduction to the Exit Strategy Canvas



MISUNDERSTANDING EXITS





An Exit is NOT a Departure of the Founders!

It is the ONE thing that angel investors should look at.  This is more 

important that team, a big market, barriers to entry, or any other diligence 

factor you may look at.





THE “SECOND CUSTOMER”



Think of it as “The Second Customer” Value Proposition





TYPES OF EXITS















DETERMINING EXIT VALUATION



Sources for Comparable Transactions



The Drivers of Exit Multiples



Determining Exit Valuation

▪Exit Valuation Required for DCF Valuation Methodologies (Discounted Future 
Cash Flows)

▪Start with the PROFORMA

▪Determine Reasonable Revenue or EBITDA numbers for target exit year

▪Determine Reasonable EXIT MULTIPLE (of Revenue or EBITDA)

REVENUE * MULTIPLE = EXIT VALUE (ESTIMATE)



EXIT PRINCIPLES FOR ANGELS



Maximize Value at Exit

▪Build the exit value into the company from the 
beginning – pay attention to the gaps in the 
incumbents in the market

▪Create relationships early on and bring multiple 
bidders into the sale vs. taking the first offer

▪Timing is everything – weigh risks over time vs. an 
early exit.  Every company’s strategy will be different



Tax Strategies to Maximize Returns at Exit

▪Timing is important.  Your cash returns will be different 
at 8 months vs. 18 months vs. 60 months.

▪Section 1202 Requires five years

▪When exit result in net losses, be sure to use Section 
1244 accelerated write-off

▪Section 1045 lets you roll your deals forward to keep 
the five year QSBS clock ticking if you reinvest within 
60 days



Every Raise is a Decision to Raise More or Exit

▪Every raise is a “fractional exit”

▪Raising a new round dilutes everyone and adds 
2-5 years to the exit calendar

▪Who will be joining in a new round?  What are 
their goals?  Will they create value or put value 
at risk?

▪What are the key inflection points of value?  
Does it make sense to exit now or keep growing?



BOARD AND TEAM ALIGNMENT





EXIT TIMING







The Art of Exit Timing



Engaging VCs Increases Time to Exit



THE EXIT STRATEGY CANVAS
SIX THINGS EVERY FOUNDER 
AND ANGEL SHOULD KNOW



Good April – Exit Strategy led to Good Early Exit 







Private Market M&A Comps



Public Market Comps



Exit Comps: Between 6-11x Revenue for M&A/LBO











RVC Exit Strategy Canvas 

Recent Comps
Who has been active and what is the sweet spot for acquisitions?

Exit Timing
What exit opportunities exist as 

the company grows?

Exit Targets
Who are the likely acquirers?

Exit Type 
(IPO/Acq) Years Value Strategy

M&A

M&A

.75

5

$20 million

$75-200M

Accept offer from 
Intuit

Grow the company 
and add features. 
Probably three 
rounds of funding 
to get here.

Acquirer 
(Company
&Contact)

Value Proposition to acquirer 
& How will you connect with 

them?

Intuit
Tax Act
HR Block

All three have the same value 
proposition – powerful new 
features to make their basic tax 
software more useful to their 
customers.
Connect via – conferences such as 
Finovate
Writing articles in VentureBeat –
the “future of tax”
Networking – tap into network for 
introductions

Acquirer Acquired Amount $
Multiple 

(Rev) Strategy

European 
Legal Service
WealthSimple

Drake Software

Note: 
Pitchbook 
composite 
report shows

Nalogia
(RU)
Simple Tax 
Canada

GruntWorx

Undisclos
ed
Undisclos
ed

$17.5 last 
round 2 
yrs prior

N/A

N/A

N/A

6-11X 
Multiple

Acquired as an 
operating subsidiary
Former subsidiary of 
TaxACT acquired by 
Wealthsimple
Automated tax doc. 
Software with AI/ML
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Vectors

1. Incumbents have tax 
software, but nothing to 
create tax planning estimates 
during the year.

2. Good April identified this 
“gap” in their product offering.

3. Tax Act, Intuit, Turbo Tax, HR 
Block are all very competitive 
and looking for new features.

Industry Vectors
What trends will make the 

company valuable in 3-5 years?

Team
Who is on your team or needs to 

be added for optimum exit?

Team

Legal – identified a need to have good legal 
representation because Good April was at an 
information and experience deficit relative to 
Intuit.
Negotiations – TechStars team (Brad Feld, 
David Cohen, Luke Beatty) were critical to 
helping them negotiate and set the terms as 
well as identify their “bargaining chip”

Values

• Good April was worried about 
the culture of being acquired by 
a larger company.

• They liked setting their own 
direction and moving quickly.

• In the end they appreciated the 
resources that Intuit provided.

Values
What values will the acquirer 

need to match?



Exit Strategies Key Takeaways

▪Exit strategies are the most important part of due diligence for angels

▪How boards of directors must be involved in exit strategy and 
negotiations

▪Six ways to think about exit strategies – the exit strategy canvas

▪How to win on deals with or without VC follow-on investment

▪How to maximize returns with exit strategies and execution

▪Using exit strategy models to drive angel valuation negotiations

▪Taxes and Exits – How to Keep What you Earn



QUESTIONS
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RVC Exit Strategy Canvas 

Recent Comps
Who has been active and what is the sweet spot for acquisitions?

Exit Timing
What exit opportunities exist as 

the company grows?

Exit Targets
Who are the likely acquirers?

Exit Type 
(IPO/Acq) Years Value Strategy

Acquirer 
(Company
&Contact)

Value Proposition to acquirer 
& How will you connect with 

them?

Acquirer
Company 
Acquired Amount $

Multiple 
(Rev) Strategy
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Vectors

1. .

Industry Vectors
What trends will make the 

company valuable in 3-5 years?

Team
Who is on your team or needs to 

be added for optimum exit?

Team

Values

• .

Values
What values will the acquirer 

need to match?
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